Multimedia practice session - proposal (basic details) (all-in max 3 500 words without section
8)
1a. Project title
Development of a Augmented Reality framework through a real-life application.

1b. Project acronym
INCAPS
1c. Applicants
Roberto Valenti , R. V. , rvalenti@science.uva.nl , 0493198
Jurjen Pieters, J. P. , mail@jurjenpieters.nl , 9877789
2a. Summary of research proposal (max 250 words)
In recent years, more applications are being developed to create new human-computer interfaces
based on augmented reality(i.e.[8] [9] [15]). This is a model of the world that combines different
sensors to enhance human-computer interaction or to display data in this world. Examples of this
are vision aided hardware used in military helicopters, molecule manipulators in chemistry
laboratories and camera-based devices that help surgeons in operating rooms ([34]). The number
of this types of systems will grow enormously in the future both in numbers and in complexity.
Most of the current systems are using the same types of hardware, but how these devices
communicate with each other is fairly uncorrelated. We want to study the aspects of the
communication and processing complexity of these systems and combine this into a general
framework that will help the scientific community accelerate their projects and make it more easy
to merge between different AR systems.
Our goal is to develop this framework with the use of a real-life application, which will consist of a
automotive driving assistant, helping the driver recognise objects and situations during driving that
communicates with the driver through different interfaces. In the developing process of the system
we construct and explore the different aspects of designs and protocols which eventually will lead
to the framework.
Because our work will touch all main aspects of computer vision, we hope that researchers,
software architects and AR engineers can focus their effort on solving more pending and interesting
problems.

2b. Abstract for laymen (max 250 words)
We will propose a framework that will allow computer vision scientists and other data fusion
engineers to implement their algorithms easier and faster into AR systems. The framework will
inhibit a model of the desired environment of study and all the communication to and from sensors
in this world. The data from these sensors and can vary in type and range but the way this is
retrieved and altered in the world model will be standardized.
The main idea behind this that it is easier and faster for different scientists working on the same
world model to manipulate data streaming from a database in a known format than it is from
reading signals from an (unknown) hardware device. This assumes that a former part of the
computational complexity will be performed by the input hardware and this will eventually decrease
the algorithmic complexity used by the different applications using the data.
When we incorporate the framework into the real life application, we will be able to adopt new
technologies and systems very fast, because the only requirement is that we have to rewrite the
communication and modeling layers between this systems and our model.
Our framework can be used in virtually every field that requires human-computer interaction
through data fusion. The possibilities are unlimited.

3. Classification
Video/image analysis.
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Research proposal
4. Description of the proposed research (max 2 000 words)
a. Research topic and envisaged results
The majority of current computer aided vision and data sensor fusion systems are correlated to
each other only on the hardware aspect, and we believe that we can easily raise this correlation to
a higher level. By this we mean that a lot of data that is retrieved from the environment will be lost
in the model because it is not used. We want to use this fact in our framework, by giving the
programmer tools to define in which area his algorithm must be applied, by defining rules and
setting parameters depending on the situation at hand. In our driver assistance application for
example, we want to recognize pedestrians and surrounding traffic. When using our framework it
will be possible to restrict the search space to the street and to objects that are less than X meters
away from the car. In this case we can reduce the computation time of the algorithm drastically.
We believe that this can improve the most well known algorithms ([25]).
The testbed for our framework will be a driving assistance system for an automotive. This system
will consists of a navigation system combined with collision, pedestrian and traffic signal detection
supported by real time traffic information from an on-line database. For this we want to use an
infrared camera for night vision, multiple cameras for instant close range traffic information, a GPS
system for positioning, a short distance radar for collision detection and an wireless internet
connection that communicates with different servers for weather and traffic information. We will
have to analyze the input from all those devices, retrieving as much information as possible from
the external environment, matching the information with internal and external databases and
filtering all this information to match the desired model, which in out case will be a traffic oriented
world. We want to be able to recognize all other users of the environment, such as cars and
pedestrians, plus road signs, road features and directional features. With this model we then want
to use this to supply the driver with this information, in the best possible way. For example we
want to research the application of highlighting traffic signs and road features in the windshield.
This can also be use full during the night and in low illuminated situations. But for example when a
dangerous situation is ahead, one can think of sound signals to alert the driver of this imminent
danger or lowering the volume of the radio to get the drivers attention.
If we wanted to implement the same application with common algorithms, we could face other
problems such as noise and useless information. If, for example, there is an car trader on the side
of the street, it is possible that it will be recognized as a traffic jam by all the current algorithms,
and if there is a billboard on a curve displaying a picture of a person it can be easily misinterpreted
as a close pedestrian. In our framework we will be able to filter out these effects because our
model will predict that the information gathered from these parts from the sensor space will have a
low probability of influence for the model. The model calculates how relevant information from the
sensed input are, and can interact and steer its input from the sensors accordingly. When the
assistant predicts an dangerous event ahead according to its current world model, it will provide
resources for sensors (like computing cycles and data streams ) needed to calculate the
correctness of its prediction. This is an awareness model not yet used by current Augmented
Reality Frameworks.
The framework major requirement will be that it is flexible and that it can grow, to maximize the
change that manufacturers of sensors, components and vision systems will adopt the requirements
and communication protocols needed for this framework. The more the framework will be adopted
the more use full it will be for all parties, even when they are competing with each other.
But next to this framework, we believe that the knowledge gained and the effort invested in the
driver assistance application will pay off the funding for this research.

b. Approach
The main framework idea is to simulate what humans are doing naturally. It has been proven
([35]) that the eyes are analyzing only the most interesting parts of human field of sight. We
humans are only analyzing the interesting part of the scene, to catch the differences and react as
soon as possible. The rest of the scene is still taken in consideration, but the focused area has the
priority over the rest and is the center of attention/reaction.
In the case of our particular driver assistant application, the model keep track of the environment
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and calculates its interests according to the current traffic situation. This we will do by introducing
a “gazing” component into the framework that steers the computational resources according to its
priority model. With this gazing component leading the data flow between the sensors and the
database we ensure that the complexity of the models environment will be always limited by the
maximum resources.
Furthermore, we need to have a dynamically world model of the environment. This model interacts
with the environment via the protocols that are defined in the framework. When we connect a new
device, we want that the model can updates itself automatically with the data from the new device,
but only when the model is asking for this data. When an application connects to this framework, it
thus only needs to ask the model for the types of available data of the world model, and uses its
internal libraries to interact with this information.
The most complex part of the framework is definitely the information extraction. We will solve the
first layer of this problem by using one of the existing algorithms of stereo vision that will help us
to extract a simple 3d model of the world. The information extracted is going to be extended or
validate through the data retrieved from all the other peripherals. Once the real world is sampled
and rebuilt in a virtual representation we are going compute all the information and map them to
3d bounding boxes. The user will then select which boxes are relevant from the given list, and can
apply further algorithms to the position of the boxes. The algorithms used to select those boxes
may vary between the different applications, (for example we can use a color map to recognize the
road color during the night, or we match objects through haar-like features and adaboost). Existing
algorithms of based on color constancy and 3d object detection and will help us in this task as well.
To speed up the basic retrieval, we will give to the user or programmer the chance to choose which
of the algorithms wants to use, basing the decision on which kind of application he is going to
build/use. To be consistent, all the algorithms that we are going to include in our framework to
extract information from the internal world are required to be simple and to operate in real-time,
and may vary from simple object matching to dynamic tracking and prediction in the 3d space (for
example to avoid collisions). The combination of different algorithms to extract data in real-time
may drop on the performance of few of those algorithms. Anyway, we believe that in the years that
this framework will be commercialized, it will be possible to embed or integrate it in a single and
portable system.

c. Scientific or economic relevance
The proposed framework will give a background to almost every kind of video/image analysis
subfields, allowing many computer vision scientists to apply their algorithms in an interactive way
with the real world, and keeping them far from underlying problems such as data fusion.
By introducing the gazing component and allowing this to steer the availability of the resources
and the size of the world model, we will be combining many aspects of computer science but most
of them are all related to computer vision.
In the case that we will fail fully completing this framework, we will still be able to deliver of course
an extraction of our research, which is the basis of our framework and of the world model. And
next to that, we will have developed an innovative and hopefully highly efficient driving assistance
navigation system that can be sold to many car manufacturers.

d. International developments
In the Augmented Reality field there has been some research in this direction ([36,38,39,41]). In
the last years there seems to be growing activity related to AR. Frameworks have been a major
concern, giving justification for the direction we want to take with this research. However, most of
the current models lack the flexibility that we strive to. A lot of effort is put into the applications
that deal with wearable computers ( [39,43] ). The model that matches our research the most is
DWARF ([36]). This is a modular based software framework that enables users to add new
components into their AR framework. But they lack the existence of a world model like we want to
introduce, and that we need so much to reduce the amount of data absorbed by the system.
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5. Work programme
Our work program can be represented with by the following graph :

Research (Papers)
Collect Equipment
AssembleTestbed
Setup and tuning of all the peripherals
Build 3d internal representation
Research possible algorithms
Implementation of the algorithms
Build api and add peripherals
Testing
Write Papers
Documentation

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

During the course of the project, we will write project documentation describing what we did in
each time step. This documentation will be useful when we are going to write the final
documentation without loosing implementation details or missing any idea that we had during the
first year. The documentation will consist of requirements documents, software design documents
and software verification documents, enabling us to extract the framework from this basis and
allowing third parties to test and comment on this framework, and therefore updating us with their
demands. This will also allow us to respect the deliveries and to keep track of all the experiments
and trouble that we will encounter during the development phase.
In the first year, our team will study all the most relevant papers on the field, focusing on the most
relevant research that will help us for our purposes, and using the knowledge already acquired
reading the background papers ([1..24]). In the mean time we will collect the equipment required
to implement our night vision application testbed. As soon as we get enough equipment, we will
assemble them on the experimental car and we will start to setup and fine tuning them in order to
obtain homogeneous data.(i.e. Calibrating the instruments). This tuning and testing will conclude
in the beginning of the second year, with a good and consistent “world sampling” from all of the
used peripherals.
During the second year we will mainly focus on building an internal 3d world representation from
all the sampled information, and we will research and develop algorithms that will be used to select
or to extract from the internal world representation only the important information required for
our specific application.
In the third year we expect our driving assistance application to be ready to use. We will test what
we have done and we will create API’s that will allow third parties to use and interface with our
framework with a predefined subsets of augmented reality applications (we will choose them from
the one studied the year before). The testing phase will include comparison with existing systems
to evaluate the performances of our framework. We will work on the API’s and test the overall
framework all the time we implement a new feature, adding more and more applications and
hypothetical peripherals until few months before the end of our third year. We will use the
remaining time to extend and complete the documentation concerning the framework.
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Equipment
6. Expected use of instrumentation
To implement the nightvision testbed for our frameworks, we are planning to buy a cheap test car
that we will use to embed the hardware. We will assemble all the equipment on this car. The main
processing unit should be a powerful computer, which we expect will be cheaper when the system
will be complete. We want to equip the car with at least a stereo camera vision system, a close
distance radar, an infrared camera (for the night vision) and we might need a database system and
a wireless communication on board. Furthermore, we need few output peripheral that could vary
between a classic LCD screen (HUD) or a beamer to VR glasses or a Translucent screen. The
additional posts are covering trips to Augmented Reality conferences, which we will request for all
the three years to be sure to have the latest advances in the field.

Cost estimates
7. Requested Budget:
For 3 years, your own gross salary + 70% overhead
Bench-fee
Specify any additional posts

Amount (euro)
306.000
4 538

Sub-total

10.000
320538
30.000

Total requested funding

350.538

Equipment

Total max. 400 000 Euros.
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